Monovision: Consequences for depth perception from large disparities.
Recent studies have confirmed that monovision treatment degrades stereopsis but it is not clear if these effects are limited to fine disparity processing, or how they are affected by viewing distance or age. Given the link between stereopsis and postural stability, it is important that we have full understanding of the impact of monovision on binocular function. In this study we assessed the short-term effects of optically induced monovision on a depth-discrimination task for young and older (presbyopic) adults. In separate sessions, the upper limits of stereopsis were assessed with participants' best optical correction and with monovision (-1D and +1D lenses in front of the dominant and non-dominant eyes respectively), at both near (62 cm) and far (300 cm) viewing distances. Monovision viewing resulted in significant reductions in the upper limit of stereopsis or more generally in discrimination performance at large disparities, in both age groups at a viewing distance of 300 cm. Dynamic photorefraction performed on a sample of four young observers revealed that they tended to accommodate to minimize blur in one eye at the expense of blur in the other. Older participants would have experienced roughly equivalent blur in the two eyes. Despite this difference, both groups displayed similar detrimental effects of monovision. In addition, we find that discrimination accuracy was worse with monovision at the 3 m viewing distance which involves fixation distances that are typical during walking. These data suggest that stability during locomotion may be compromised, a factor that is of concern for our older participants.